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Outcomes for today’s session

At the end of our session, participants will be able to:

● Explain potential benefits of the peer review process for 
participating faculty 

● Consider how to incorporate faculty development and / or peer 
review into assessment processes at their institutions



● Public, Metropolitan, High Research 
Activity in Boise, Idaho

● 26,727 students (74% degree 
seeking; 86% degree seeking UG)

● ~1,500 faculty (57% FT)
● 7 academic colleges; ~200 degree 

programs
● Accredited by NWCCU
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Mission: Boise State provides an innovative, transformative, and equitable 
educational environment that prepares students for success and advances 
Idaho and the world.



Program Assessment Reporting

● 3-yr reporting cycle; new in 
2016-17

● Process managed via Google 
Shared Drive

● Report templates
● Peer reviews with feedback 

returned to programs



IR / IE and CTL: An essential partnership

● Partnership originally focused on develop workshops
● More robust partnership has developed over the years

○ Collaborate on reviewer training, process updates, template, rubric, etc.
○ PAR surfaces potential faculty development opportunities

● Partner with University Foundations (general education)



Report Templates

Template I: Narrative

● Mission, Current Assessment 
Process, Continuous 
Improvement (backwards 
looking), Curriculum Map 
Discussion

Template II: Assessment Matrix

● PLOs, Measures, Findings, and 
Actions Taken or Planned



Curriculum Map Template



PAR Rubric

● 7 domains are evaluated
● 4 possible levels of 

achievement from No 
Evidence to Established

● Comments / rationale for 
the rating

● Data collected in 
Qualtrics



About our Peer Review Process

● Recruit peer reviewers 
● Hold PAR Reviewer training; includes norming activities
● Team approach

○ 3-4 reviewers with a designated leader
○ 8-14 PARs reviewed (depending on the year)

● Review process managed in Google Sites & data gathered via Qualtrics
● Reward

○ Stipend ~$35/hour; 18 hrs est for reviewers + 7-10 more for leads
○ Faculty can denote this service in Faculty180

● Gather feedback from PAR Reviewers

74 faculty / staff have served as reviewers



PAR Peer Review and Faculty Engagement

● Provides professional development on 
assessment practices

● Creates opportunities for reviewers to 
reflect on their assessment practices

● Emulates academic peer review

● Encourages faculty ownership 

● Provides faculty-generated feedback to 
programs for continuous improvement

= Builds a culture of assessment



Reviewer Feedback (Annual)

● We gather input to improve the process
○ “I loved the asynchronous training before the synchronous training. It 

helped to prepare for where I still may have questions or needed 
further guidance.”

● We invite reflection about whether participation changed or 
informed their thinking about student learning and assessment in 
their program and/or courses
○ “I certainly think about assessment from a number of perspectives now 

(instructor, program coordinator, etc).”



● Provides professional development on 
assessment practices

● Creates opportunities for reviewers to 
reflect on their assessment practices

● Emulates academic peer review

● Encourages faculty ownership 

● Provides faculty-generated feedback to 
programs for continuous improvement

= Builds a culture of assessment

PAR Peer Review and Faculty Engagement

? ?



● Focus: to better understand whether serving as a PAR reviewer 
affected their instructional practices

Overview of our study

● 13 participants
○ 8 had served as team leads
○ 2 participated in PAR once; 9 participated 2-4 times, 2 participated 

5 times
○ Represented 11 different disciplines from 6 colleges + the library

● Questions focused on: motivation for participating; expectations vs. 
actual experiences; connections to teaching and assessment practices; 



Motivations for Becoming a PAR Reviewer

● Interest or experience in the topic (i.e., choir members!)

● A proactive measure because they had to do a PAR and 
wanted to learn how to do it (well)

● Service opportunity 



Outcomes of Participation

● Participants generally got from the experience what they 
expected to

● The experience also produced different kinds of benefits, 
above and beyond what they were expecting
○ Connections, expertise, comfort with PAR
○ Influence on instructional practices



More explicit connections between their courses and their programs

“I have my mind on the the bigger program learning objectives in a way 
that I didn't before I did the PAR, and so that's been a big change.” 

“One of the things I’ve been starting to do is every time I give a lecture, the 
very first thing I present is ‘here’s what we’re going to learn today, here’s 
how it relates to the learning outcome of this chapter, here’s how it relates 
to the learning outcomes of our program’ and then at the end, ‘here’s how 

            

Faculty Development Impact: Course Level



Ensuring assessments align to the LOs

“<I’m> a lot more explicit in . . . the learning outcomes for specific 
assignments, and how they draw back to the course learning outcomes, and 
how those course learning outcomes draw back to the program and 
university learning outcomes.” 

“. . . the most important thing I take back to both my department and my 
own teaching is don’t ask them <students> to do something you can’t 

Faculty Development Impact: Course Level



Encourages reflective practice

“<having> that experience reviewing other programs, it helps you to 
reflect on your own practices as an instructor, and think about even those 
individual assignments, and how they fit into the whole scheme of things 
for your class and program.” 

Faculty Development Impact: Instructional Practices 



Encourages new pedagogical strategies

“I definitely think the PAR process has enhanced my empathetic 
assessment practices which has led me to this ungrading process.” 

“So even yesterday I was doing the training for the PAR, and came across 
the section on Bloom's Taxonomy review. I chopped that out, gave that 
to a student and said, ‘You know you’re really interested in this. Look, take 
a look at this ’    The transparency there is needed for them to know what 

Faculty Development Impact: Instructional Practices 



Using their experience to redesign programs

“In our department…we ended up rewriting our PLOs for our graduate 
programs completely based on…looking at those PLOs and going ‘What?’ 
that’s just not working’. . . as a reviewer, getting into it, and seeing more, 
allowed me to be a little bit more educated and and help with that process.” 

Faculty Development Impact: Program-level 



Using the PAR as a compass

“We’re building our department and partially how we are doing that is using 
PAR as some of our foundational building blocks. That seems pretty significant 
to me, that we have a very real understanding of what will be expected of us. . . 
I think personally for me and for our department, it’s been hugely beneficial.”

“I’m in a department right now that’s just building itself from the ashes, right? 
So we’ve had people proposing classes and those of us who have sat on PAR 

              

Faculty Development Impact: Program-level 



Using their experience to help others with the PAR process

“Just going through the processes helped me be able to stand a little bit more 
firm on, you know, my understanding of the expectations. . . it helps to 
reinforce my own personal authority . . . in terms of working with the group 
that I work with.” 

“<My colleagues> trusted my expertise, so when we were floundering for data 
and feeling like, oh, we’re not doing any assessment and sort of just getting in 

                

Faculty Development Impact: Program-level 



Leveraging PAR as a toolbox

“I have started using more norming practices in my departments, with the 
XX  Program Assessment Committee that I chair, and that . . . has been 
helpful and well received.” 

“We’re redoing our curriculum right now and so my experience as a PAR 
reviewer has helped me to push us as a department back toward . . . thinking 
of using that <PAR> as a planning tool for our new curriculum, not just an 
evaluation tool for our previous curriculum    I don’t know that I would have 

Faculty Development Impact: Program-level 



● Serving as a PAR reviewer has an impact on teaching & learning practices 
at multiple levels – course, instructional, and program

● Regardless of their motivation to serve, many PAR reviewers are 
changed by participating

“I think anything that allows faculty to understand their role as an 
educator <is positive> and I think this PAR does that for me. . . I feel 
like I'm more of an educator.” 

Conclusions



● Based on what we have shared, what 
stands out to you the most?

OR 

● How do you think you might apply what 
we have done or learned to your context?

Your Observations



● How can we sustain the value of the reviewer experience?
○ Should we make the faculty development aspect more overt, or keep 

it “covert”?
○ Could start the training by having reviewers reflect on what they 

hope to get out of the process
○ Revise question on PAR Reviewer feedback form to explicitly ask how 

they can apply what they have learned in their own courses/program
● Reinforces the need to continue expanding the community of reviewers

Implications



Questions?

Please reach out to us directly if we can’t address your question today.

Teresa Focarile and Shari Ellertson

programassessment@boisestate.edu

Check out our Program Assessment website: https://www.boisestate.edu/ir-
assessment/
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